Previous observations on the highly infectious LGV strain 434 of Chlamydia trachomatis and the guinea pig inclusion conjunctivitis (GPIC) strain of C. psittaci (which requires centrifugation of inocula with host cell monolayers for maximum infectivity) indicated that infectivity differences were expressed, not at entry, but at an intracellular stage affecting multiplication. Centrifugation increased the potential of internalized chlamydiae to undergo productive infection. Here, analysis of the intracellular fate of chlamydiae by ultrastructural methods indicates that strain GPIC exhibits two patterns of behaviour depending on the mode of inoculation. Strain GPIC showed limited entry, with 47 % of intracellular organisms becoming associated with thorotrast-labelled lysosomes, following static incubation with monolayers. In contrast, with centrifugation, entry was not limited and association with lysosomes was reduced to 12%; strain 434 behaved similarly but independently of the mode of inoculation. The different results for strain GPIC correlated with distinct entry mechanisms. Entry during static incubation was unimpaired either by treatment with cytochalasin D or by temperature reduction to 20 "C, suggesting that it was pinocytic. Entry during centrifugation was markedly impaired by both treatments, suggesting that it was phagocytic. The data lead to two novel conclusions : first, that chlamydiae can apparently enter cells by both pinocytic and phagocytic mechanisms; second, that the entry mechanism influences intracellular fate. It is suggested that entry mechanism is linked to selection of the vesicle membrane forming around the internalizing chlamydiae. This, in turn, may influence both intracellular translocation and subsequent inhibition or promotion of multiplication of the internalized parasite.
INTRODUCTION
Chlamydiae are obligate parasitic bacteria whose intracellular survival is believed to depend on their ability to avoid association with host lysosomes. Current knowledge of their life-cycle comes largely from studies with continuous cell cultures in which strains of Chlamydia trachomatis exhibit two distinct patterns of infectivity that correlate with differences in pathogenesis. Trachoma (biovar I) strains are poorly infectious for cell cultures unless inoculation is accompanied by centrifugation with cell monolayers ; lymphogranuloma venereum (LGV ; biovar 11) strains are infectious without centrifugation. Trachoma strains are associated with ocular and genital disease in man and cause predominantly mucosal infections;
LGV strains initiate infection at genital mucosae, but are invasive and cause severe ulceration of local lymph nodes. The difference in infectivity for cell cultures is one of several criteria which distinguish the two biovars (Ward, 1983) , but whether this is related to differences in
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and 434, respectively, purified and stored at -70 "C in phosphate-buffered saline (0.17 M-NaCl, 3.3 M-KC~, 10 ~M -N~, H P O , , 1.8 ~M-KH,PO,; pH 7.4) containing 0.25 M-sucrose for strain GPIC (Allan & Pearce, 1983) , or in sucrose/phosphate/glutamate buffer for strain 434 (Kuo et al., 1977) .
Radiolabelled chlamydiae were produced by incorporation of [ 14C]threonine; the purification procedure was the same as for unlabelled organisms. In certain experiments, chlamydial suspensions were heat-treated by incubation of organisms suspended in Hanks' balanced salts solution (HBSS) supplemented with 5 % (v/v) foetal bovine serum (FBS; Seralab) for 15 min at 60 "C.
Measurement of chlamydialparticle concentrations. Each stock chlamydial preparation was counted to determine total particle numbers. This was performed using an electron microscope method (Prain & Pearce, 1985) with minor modifications. Suspensions of organisms diluted in HBSS were centrifuged (lOOOg, 60 min) in duplicate on to agar blocks (1 ml, 4%, w/v, Noble agar; Difco). After centrifugation, the agar surface with attached organisms was air-dried before flooding with collodion (1 %, w/v, in amyl acetate). After evaporation of excess collodion, the remaining film with attached organisms was floated off the agar and transferred to copper electron microscope grids (three per film; EM Scope Laboratories). More than 92% of radiolabelled organisms in inocula were transferred from agar to the collodion film in this procedure (J. L. Hill, unpublished observations). The grids were shadowed with gold/palladium and examined at 45000 x magnification in a Philips 201 transmission electron microscope. Random photographs were taken from each grid so that at least 500 particles could be counted from one film (1000-1 500 total). Suspensions used in this investigation contained 5-10% reticulate body forms.
Infection of cells by chlamydiae. McCoy cells (Flow Laboratories) were used throughout this investigation. Cells were grown in Eagle's minimum essential medium (MEM; Gibco) supplemented with 5% (v/v) FBS, L-glutamine (2 mM) and streptomycin sulphate (100 yg ml-I). Routine testing for mycoplasma contamination was performed with the DNA fluorochrome Hoechst 33258. Cells were used during 25 passages of cultures previously stored at -143 "C after three passages on receipt from Flow Laboratories. Cell monolayers were prepared in flat-bottomed glass 5 ml bottles holding sterile coverslips and contained approximately 1.5 x lo5 attached cells.
In the studies to be described, two procedures for infection of monolayers were used and in each procedure both static and centrifuge-assisted infection were compared. In the first, organisms suspended in HBSS containing 5 % (v/v) FBS were inoculated onto monolayers and incubated at 35°C either statically or with centrifugation (1580 g) for 1 h. Unattached organisms were removed by aspiration of supernatant fractions and, after replacement by growth medium containing cycloheximide (1 yg ml-l), incubation of all samples continued statically for 3 h before samples were taken for electron microscopy, fluorescence-staining or radioactivity measurement.
In the second procedure, suspensions of organisms at 4°C were inoculated on to cooled monolayers and incubated with centrifugation for 1 h at 4 "C. Unattached organisms were removed, ice-cold growth medium plus cycloheximide added and monolayers then rapidly warmed (30 s) to 35 "C in a water bath. Entry under static conditions was achieved by further incubation in the water bath for 3 h. Entry during centrifugation was initiated by transfer of the rapidly warmed samples to a preheated centrifuge and centrifugation for 1 h at 35 "C; incubation for a further period of 2 h was maintained under static conditions. As in the first procedure, samples were taken for analysis after a total of 4 h incubation post initiation of infection.
For infectivity titration, incubation was continued for 26 h (strain GPIC) or 48 h (strain 434) before fixation and staining of monolayers for inclusion counts.
Determination of chlamydial intracellular numbers by radioactivity and imrnunofluorescence labelling. In certain experiments, the numbers of strain GPIC or strain 434 endocytosed by McCoy cells were determined by a procedure in which, following incubation of monolayers with radiolabelled organisms, extracellular adherent chlamydiae were counted directly after fluorescence staining and intracellular numbers were obtained by the difference of extracellular from total cell-associated values (Prain & Pearce, 1985) . The latter were calculated from cell-associated radioactivity values and radioactivity/particle number ratios determined for stock radiolabelled chlamydial suspensions. For measurements, monolayers were inoculated with radiolabelled chlamydiae and incubated for 1 h at 35 "C. Unassociated organisms were then removed, incubation continued for 3 h and then monolayers rinsed four times with 0.5 ml of a chilled mixture of equal volumes of HBSS and Dulbecco's phosphate buffered saline before fixation with 1.5% (w/v) paraformaldehyde for 15 min. Fixed monolayers were rinsed four times (0-5 ml) with diluent incubated with Rhodamine-bovine serum albumin (Difco) as counterstain and then successively with primary antiserum (rabbit antiserum to strain GPIC or 434) and, after rinsing, with swine antirabbit antiserum conjugated with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC ; Nordic Immunological Reagents). Monolayers were examined by fluorescence microscopy at 1250 x magnification. Fluorescing particles in 10 fields per monolayer and five monolayers per sample were counted (500-1000 particles per sample). Monolayers inoculated with chlamydiae and incubated in parallel were removed, rinsed (four times, 0.5 ml) and measured for associated radioactivity. Further rinsing did not reduce the level of radioactivity associated with monolayers.
Interference with chlamydial endocytosis. In certain experiments, entry of strain GPIC into McCoy cells was examined following either reduction in incubation temperature or treatment of monolayers with the C . J . P R A I N A N D J . H . PEARCE microfilament-binding drug, cytochalasin D. Inoculated monolayers were incubated statically in a water bath at 20, 25, 30 or 35 "C; for centrifuge-assisted infection inoculated monolayers were placed in a prewarmed centrifuge; the temperature of fluid in control tubes centrifuged in parallel for 1 h was within & 1 "C of the preset temperature.
A stock solution of cytochalasin D (Sigma; 2 mM in analytical grade dimethyl sulphoxide) was prepared and stored at -20 "C and diluted in HBSS containing 5 % (v/v) FBS. Preliminary experiments with cytochalasin D at 20, 2 and 0.2 p~ indicated that at the highest concentration cell enucleation, rounding and detachment was appreciable. Cell rounding was marked at the intermediate concentration, but less than 10% of cells became detached as judged by light microscope counts of cells in 10 fields of view (approx. 900 cells). Effects on entry appeared comparable at the intermediate and lower concentrations and cytochalasin D at 2 p~ (1 pg ml-l) was used in the experiments described.
Electron microscopy. Sample preparation for ultrastructural examination was as follows : medium was removed from infected monolayers attached to glass coverslips and replaced with ice-cold fixative consisting of 2% (v/v) glutaraldehyde (Agar Aids, EM grade) in phosphate buffer, pH 7.2 (prepared by 1 in 4 dilution in distilled water of a stock solution containing NaOH, 8 g l-l, and KH2P0,, 27.2 g 1-l) adjusted to 300 m o w with 0.05 M sucrose. Fixation was carried out at 4 "C for 1-3 h. Samples were post-fixed with 2% (w/v) osmium tetroxide (Agar Aids) in 0.2 M-PBS (prepared as above) at 4 "C overnight. After removal of osmium fixative, the monolayers were rinsed three times with Veronal buffer (stock solution containing sodium Veronal, 29.4 g l-l, and sodium acetate, 19.4 g l-', diluted with 5 vols distilled water and approx. 1 vol. of 0.1 M-HCl to pH 6.5). They were then block-stained with 2% (v/v) uranyl acetate in Veronal buffer for 2 h at room temperature, to enhance visualization of chlamydial membranes and aid identification of chlamydiae during observation of large numbers of sections. Excess stain was removed with three rinses of Veronal buffer. Samples were then dehydrated in graded alcohols, through propylene oxide and embedded in Araldite (medium hard, 'one-shot' Araldite ; Polaron Instruments). Before polymerization, four gelatine capsules (size 4, Agar Aids) filled with Araldite were inverted onto the cell side of the glass coverslip. After polymerization, the capsules were separated using a scalpel; this resulted in the division of the coverslip into four quadrants and provided four blocks per monolayer for examination. The glass was removed from the resin block by first spraying with 'Electrolube' freezer (Gallenkamp), after which the glass fragment was easily and cleanly removed from the intact block; examination of glass fragments with an inverted microscope indicated that almost all cells had been detached. Sections were cut on an Ultracut microtome (Reichert-Jung UK) with a I mm Diatome diamond knife. Sections of 80-90 nm thickness (gold-silver) were stained with Reynolds' lead citrate and uranyl acetate (30%, w/v, in methanol) and viewed on a Philips 201 transmission electron microscope with 30 pm objective and 100 pm condensing apertures at an accelerating voltage of 60-80 kV.
Labelling of lysosomes with an electron-dense marker. Following preparation of McCoy cell monolayers, maintenance medium was removed and replaced with fresh MEM containing 1 % (v/v) Thoria sol (thorotrast equivalent, 0.01403 pm diameter; Polysciences). Monolayers were incubated for 16 h to allow uptake of the marker; medium was then removed and excess, non-adherent thorotrast removed by rinsing three times with HBSS (0.5 ml). Fresh MEM (1 ml) was added and the monolayers incubated for a further 3 h 'chase' to allow uptake of the majority of cell-adherent label. Monolayers were then inoculated with chlamydiae according to experimental condition. Possible alterations in host cell function as a consequence of exposure to thorotrast were examined (see Results). Quantijication of intracellular chlamydiae by electron microscopy. Many of the observations to be described were for cells at low multiplicity of infection (m.0.i.). It was important to ensure that cross-sections of cells viewed at different angles (cell profiles) were representative both of individual cells and of cells comprising the monolayer. In addition, since chlamydial elementary bodies (EB) seen in electron microscopy have diameters of 250-350 nm, it was possible, with a section thickness of 90 nm, that serial sections could generate up to four EB-positive sections per intracellular EB, potentially resulting in over-estimate of intracellular numbers if successive sections were observed. The following strategy was adopted to minimize these problems.
Blocks were trimmed so that each section contained about 40 cell profiles; 10 non-serial sections were selected from about 40 and transferred to grids, each grid bearing 3-5 sections. Thus, one block provided about 400 cell profiles. The process was repeated for a second block so that a total of up to 1000 profiles on 6-10 grids, from one sample monolayer, were made available for possible inspection. From these, 50-400 profiles were selected at random, carefully examined under the electron microscope and the number of putatively intracellular chlamydiae noted. Given that selection of sections was representative of a homogeneous population of cells in the monolayer and that chlamydiae were randomly distributed through cell sections, then the observed numbers of organisms in cell profiles should conform to a Poisson distribution. This was tested in one series of experiments (see Results).
In enumeration of intracellular chlamydiae, block staining (see above) was used to enhance the appearance of chlamydial membranes as an aid to rapid identification at low magnification. When identification was uncertain, profiles were examined at higher magnification and the following criteria applied: (a) the presence of the characteristic trilaminar chlamydial outer membrane surrounded by a host vacuole membrane; (6) the appearance of an electron-opaque peripheral area and an electron-dense centre in putative chlamydial particles; (c) a subjective assessment of particle size based on similarity to other positively identified chlamydiae in adjacent profiles. Chlamydiae were taken to be intracellular if they appeared completely surrounded by cytoplasm and if fragmented circumferential regions of host vacuole membrane could be observed. In assessment of intracellular numbers, weighted means of particle number per cell profile were calculated for groups of two or three experiments by weighting each mean according to its variance.
In certain experiments, the numbers of intracellular chlamydia-vacuoles which fused with lysosomes were quantified by survey of cell profiles as described earlier. Experiments were done predominantly at low multiplicites of chlamydial infection and fusion was considered to have taken place when single chlamydiae could be detected in membrane-circumscribed organelles containing thorotrast. These organelles also frequently contained retrovirus particles known to be present in the mouse L cells that have replaced the original human McCoy cell. Probability differences between data were calculated by Student's t-test on cell profile and particle (chlamydia) counts for pooled experimental results.
RESULTS

Quantitative ultrastructural analysis of intracellular chlamydiae
The randomness of distribution of chlamydia particles in cells present in sectioned monolayers was examined in initial experiments. The numbers of cell profiles containing no particle, one or more than one chlamydia particle per cell profile were recorded and a mean value of particles per cell profile calculated. The observed distribution was then compared with the expected Poisson distribution calculated from the mean; this was done for a number of inocula giving different infection multiplicities (Fig. 1 ). Observed and expected values were generally in reasonable agreement, suggesting that the procedures adopted for chlamydia detection and selection of monolayer sections gave a fair representation of the intracellular chlamydial population. However, in three instances ( Fig. 1 , m values of 0.6,043 and 1.3) where differences were apparent, inspection of the data (not shown) indicated that, for all three samples, 10-1 5 % of cell profiles examined contained three, four or more chlamydiae per profile.
This 'tail' indicated that the distribution was non-Poissonian; it contributed 30 to 50% of the organisms detected, so that for the observed means, there were appreciable differences between the observed and expected distributions. Errors of over-recognition might have occurred. Alternatively, a proportion of cells might have received small clumps of organisms which were then ingested separately (intracellular organisms were always seen in individual vesicles); such effects would be masked with distributions for larger intracellular numbers, e.g. Fig. 1 (c) , rn = 14.4. An important feature of the distributions for large means was that there was no evidence of a cell sub-population that failed to ingest chlamydiae ( Fig. 1) .
Internalization of chlamydiae at increasing inoculum concentrations
Previous observations that entry of strains GPIC and 434 into McCoy cells was comparable were based on an assay of intracellular organisms at attachment ratios of 1-2 chlamydiae per cell (Prain & Pearce, 1985) . To confirm these observations by electron microscopy, it was necessary to increase considerably the m.0.i. in order to achieve a reasonable frequency of chlamydiapositive cell profiles for counting purposes. Since strains GPIC and 434 differ in the extent of inoculum association with monolayers in the absence of centrifugation (unpublished observations) centrifugation at 4 "C was used to associate organisms with cell monolayers. Under these conditions, entry does not take place and, on raising the temperature to 35 "C, entry could then be compared from the same level of extracellular cell-associated chlamydiae in the presence or absence of centrifugation.
In preliminary experiments with approximately 300 attached GPIC particles per cell intracellular chlamydiae could be seen with much greater frequency in cell profiles after centrifugation than after static incubation (Fig. 2) . This was unexpected in view of the previous findings that similar uptake occurred in each mode of inoculation. It appeared possible that in entry without centrifugation endocytosed organisms might have localized at the cytoplasmic side of the host cell plasma substratum. Such regions might have been torn away on coverslip detachment from resin-embedded monolayers. However, no evidence of significant loss was calculated from the observed mean, m, derived from the total particles counted in all cell profiles examined for each inoculum treatment. Varying doses of chlamydiae were inoculated on to monolayers and centrifuged at 4°C for 1 h; unattached organisms were removed and entry was initiated by incubation at 35 "C either statically for 3 h or with centrifugation for 1 h, followed by static incubation for 2 h. Monolayers were then fixed and processed for electron microscopy. The data are from preliminary observations on strain GPIC with 100-200 profiles examined in each instance. apparent when glass fragments were examined by microscopy (see Methods) and increased numbers of organisms were not seen when infected monolayers were fixed and the cells detached and examined in section after embedding as a pellet (data not presented). A further possibility was that, at the higher GPIC m.0.i. used for ultrastructural study, multiple entry of chlamydiae into host cells was not taking place in the absence of centrifugation. Comparison of entry over a range of m.0.i. was therefore examined for GPIC infection in the presence and absence of centrifugation (Table 1) . A remarkable pattern emerged. Following attachment at low temperature, entry with centrifugation at 37 "C gave rise to a progressive increase in chlamydiae per cell profile, with increasing inocula ; in contrast, entry in the absence of centrifugation showed little change (Table 1) . Overall, it appeared that strain GPIC was internalized readily at low m.o.i., in either entry mode, in accord with previous observations, but at higher m.0.i. there appeared to be a restriction or saturation of entry in the absence of centrifugation.
Analysis of entry for strain 434 gave an entirely different pattern. No restriction or saturation, with increasing m.o.i., was apparent for organisms entering cells with or without centrifugation (Table 1) .
Intracellular fate of chlamydiae 21 13 Chlamydiae were inoculated on to monolayers with centrifugation at 4 "C and entry during incubation with and without centrifugation and fixation of samples were as described in Fig. 1 . Means f SE were calculated for%-experiments (weighted means) or from replicate samples within a single experiment. Internalization of chlamydiae without prior attachment at low temperature In the above experiments, assessment of entry had followed chlamydia1 attachment to monolayers at low temperature. However, the comparisons which led us to question whether strain GPIC fused with lysosomes after entry during static inoculation infection had been made with inoculation conditions at 35 "C throughout (Prain & Pearce, 1985) . It therefore appeared necessary to confirm at low m.0.i. that organisms attaching and entering at 35 "C showed Table 3 . Efect of thorotrast pretreatment of monolayers on association, entry and infectivity of strain GPIC
Monolayers were incubated with thorotrast for 16 h, rinsed and incubated for 3 h. Chlamydiae were then inoculated on to monolayers with centrifugation at 4 "C and entry during incubation with and without centrifugation was as described for Fig. 1 . Parallel inoculated monolayers were fluorescencestained for enumeration of extracellular organisms or measured for associated radioactivity for calculation of total associated and intracellular organisms as described in Methods. The results for association, entry and infectivity are for one representative of four experiments. comparable entry in either mode of inoculation before assessment of chlamydia-lysosome interaction.
In preliminary experiments, at doses giving approximately one attached organism per cell, about 1% of GPIC inoculum attached after 1 h incubation, increasing 60-fold after centrifugation; for strain 434 the values were 8% and 10-fold respectively. Thus, a 100-fold reduction in inoculum concentration for strain GPIC, and a 10-fold reduction for strain 434, was predicted to give comparable levels of attachment when static incubation was substituted by centrifugation in ultrastructure studies. With these inoculum differences, entry appeared comparable for strain GPIC, with either mode of inoculation, over the range of m.0.i. examined; entry of strain 434 for the two inoculation modes was also comparable ( Table 2) .
Efect of thorotrast pretreatment of cell monolayers on infection by strain GPIC
Host cell lysosomes were labelled by exposure of monolayers to thorotrast. This marker was readily observed in cell profiles even after block-staining of samples to enhance chlamydial membranes (see Methods) but suffered from the disadvantage that traces adhered to the cell Intracellular fate of chlamydiae 21 15 surface after 'chase' incubation. Prior treatment of monolayers with thorotrast did not, however, affect the level of GPIC attachment tested by centrifuging inocula at 4 "C on to monolayers nor did it affect subsequent entry in the presence or absence of centrifugation (Table 3) . Infectivity was unimpaired and, in some experiments, even somewhat enhanced following entry with centrifugation. It was concluded that thorotrast treatment did not affect endocytosis and that its marginal effect on infectivity did not invalidate its use as a lysosome marker.
Influence of chlamydia1 strain and inoculation mode on chlamydia-lysosome interactions The intracellular fate of chlamydiae was followed for both types of chlamydia-monolayer interaction examined earlier (Tables 1 and 2 ) and compared with organisms heated (60 "C, 15 min) to enhance fusion with lysosomes, as a control for quantification of chlamydial association with lysosomes. Inocula of strains 434 and GPIC were incubated with monolayers at 35 "C either statically or with centrifugation. Unassociated organisms were removed after 1 h and monolayers incubated for a further 3 h before fixation and processing for ultrastructural examination (Fig. 3) . Artefactual trapping of cell surface-bound thorotrast within chlamydia vesicles during internalization probably did not significantly bias the assessment of chlamydialysosome association given the consistency of the results (Table 4) . Also, the majority of thorotrast-labelled vesicles contained additional membranous material and/or retrovirus particles (Fig. 3) . In addition, the membranes enclosing both thorotrast and chlamydial particles appeared loose in comparison with membranes enclosing only chlamydiae, suggesting that loose vacuoles were the result of fusion between chlamydia-vesicles and lysosomes (Fig. 3) . Furthermore, heat-treatment of strains 434 and GPIC before inoculation resulted in a substantial increase in the numbers of chlamydiae associated with thorotrast ( Table 4) , suggesting that the procedure did not give rise to major error. With strain 434 in either mode of inoculation, 10-1 3 % of intracellular chlamydiae fused with secondary lysosomes and this rose to 62-69% for heated organisms (Table 4) . LGV strains are believed to possess a heat-sensitive attachment site and intracellular numbers appeared to be reduced for static incubation although not for centrifugation.
With strain GPIC, 47% of intracellular organisms fused with lysosomes after entry during static incubation. This was significantly greater than the corresponding value for strain 434
(1 3 %, Table 4 ; P < 0.01) and did not appear to be due to the presence of a greater proportion of Table 4 . Ultrastructural analysis of influence of strain, inoculation mode or entry condition and heat treatment on intracellular association of chlamydiae with thorotrast-labelled lysosomes Monolayers were pretreated with thorotrast and inoculated with chlamydiae (unheated or heated for 15 min at 60 "C), incubated at 35 "C and samples taken for fixation as described for * Inoculation of chlamydiae on to monolayers with centrifugation at 4 "C, entry during incubation with and without centrifugation and fixation of samples were as described in Fig. 1 and Table 2 .
damaged organisms in GPIC inocula since only 12% of organisms entering during centrifugation fused with lysosomes. It is conceivable that undamaged organisms might have been preferentially endocytosed. However, for heated GPIC inocula entering by either mode of inoculation, the same proportion underwent fusion with lysosomes, without any apparent reduction in intracellular numbers as a result; heating of strain GPIC also significantly increased fusion over that of unheated organisms entering during static incubation ( P < 0.01).
In parallel studies, fusion of endocytosed chlamydiae with lysosomes was examined following attachment of organisms to monolayers at low temperature and entry in the presence and absence of centrifugation (Table 4) . The results of one experiment for strains 434 and GPIC (unheated organisms only), although with larger intracellular numbers, were strikingly similar to those where both attachment and entry had taken place at 35 "C; they differed only in that heat treatment of strain 434 led to a reduction in intracellular numbers following static incubation or centrifugation (Table 4) .
Sensitivity of GPIC entry to treatments aflecting phagocytosis
The above results indicate that strain GPIC showed behaviour like strain 434 in respect of unrestricted entry and avoidance of lysosomes when inoculated with centrifugation, and a distinctive pattern of restricted entry and association with lysosomes after static incubation. The conversion to restricted entry coupled with altered intracellular fate was suggestive of a possible switch in the endocytic mechanism used by strain GPIC during internalization.
In the light of the evidence that endocytosis of strain 434 occurs by a microfilamentdependent process (Ward & Murray, 1984) , the effect of cytochalasin D on entry of strain GPIC during the two inoculation modes was examined. No consistent effect on association was observed although association values following static inoculation (4-6 % of the inoculum ; Table   5 ) were higher than observed in preliminary experiments. Entry was not impaired after static inoculation of monolayers but significantly inhibited (P < 0.003) when organisms were inoculated with centrifugation (Table 5 ). The implication of these results was that strain GPIC Intracellular fate of chlamydiae Table 5 . Eflect of cytochalasin D treatment of monolayers on association and entry of strain GPIC Monolayers were exposed to cytochalasin D (2 p~) for 2 h prior to and during inoculation and incubation (4 h) before measurement of association and entry. Results are for one representative of three experiments. GPIC suspensions (containing drug where appropriate) were inoculated on to the monolayers and incubated as described for Table 6 . Efect of incubation temperature on association and entry of strain GPIC
Monolayers were maintained at the designated temperature for 1 h prior to and during inoculation and incubation (4 h) before measurement of association and entry. Results are for one representative of three experiments. GPIC suspensions were inoculated on to monolayers and incubated as described for entered host cells by a microfilament-independent mechanism during static inoculation, but that entry switched to a dominantly microfilament-dependent mechanism during centrifugation. Confirmation of this difference was sought by an alternative experimental approach which relied upon the observation that phagocytic uptake by macrophages is prevented below the thermal transition range of 18-20 "C while pinocytic entry mechanisms, which are microfilament-independent, are unimpaired until the environmental temperature falls below 17-18 "C. Strain GPIC was therefore inoculated on to monolayers at a range of temperatures from 20 to 35 "C (Table 6 ). Significant impairment of entry was observed only after centrifugation at 20 or 25 "C compared with values found at 30 or 35 "C ( P < 0.025). The effect of temperature reduction on entry during the two modes of inoculation thus closely paralleled that of cytochalasin D treatment.
DISCUSSION
In earlier studies we showed that the frequency of productive infection following endocytosis of strain GPIC was raised to the level found for strain 434 when strain GPIC was inoculated on to host cell monolayers with centrifugation (Prain & Pearce, 1985) . Here, we report that, by ultrastructural analysis, GPIC shows one of two patterns of behaviour. Following centrifugation strain GPIC resembled strain 434 in showing both unrestricted entry over a range of m.0.i. and a low frequency of association with lysosomes. However, under conditions of static incubation (reflecting the natural process of infection) strain GPIC showed restricted entry with increasing inocula and a high frequency of association with lysosomes. Most importantly, the two patterns of behaviour induced by the two inoculation modes correlated with differences in entry mechanism. From our observations on this model of chlamydial infection, two novel concepts emerge: (1) that GPIC entry into McCoy cells can occur by two distinct mechanisms, (2) that endocytic mechanism (or the immediate inducing events) influences both intracellular translocation and productive infection.
Endocytic mechanism
Entry of strain GPIC into McCoy cells during centrifugation was markedly inhibited by cytochalasin D (Table 5 ). Yet the drug was without effect on entry during static inoculation, although given the nature of the assay, suppression of entry of some 10% of organisms could have gone undetected. Cytochalasin D, by breaking and coalescing microfilament fragments (Cooper, 1987; Schliwa, 1982) , would be expected to interfere with the assembly of the contractile network stimulated by chlamydial attachment to the cell surface during phagocytosis (Stossel & Hartwig 1976; Axline & Reaven, 1974) and thus act as an effective inhibitor of phagocytosis (Silverstein et al., 1977) . However, evidence has been presented that the related drug, cytochalasin B, may not be capable of preventing the formation of weak actin gel networks capable of driving engulfment of chlamydia-sized particles (Painter et al., 1982) and cytochalasin D, although a much more efficient inhibitor (Cooper, 1987) , may be subject to the same criticism as a probe of phagocytosis. On the other hand, a similar pattern of inhibition of strain GPIC occurred when inoculation temperature was reduced to 20-25 "C ( Table 6 ). Evidence that incubation temperatures in the range 18-20 "C selectively inhibit phagocytosis (Silverstein et al., 1977) is based on studies describing reduced entry of particles (AlbrechtBuehler & Lancaster, 1976; Rabinovitch, 1967; Hoff et al., 1976) . Inhibition may occur both as a result of reduced membrane fluidity (Nicholson, 1976) via increased lipid viscosity affecting receptor migration during phagocytosis (Griffin & Mullinax, 198 l) , and from impairment of the considerable energy expenditure required during phagocytosis (Besterman & Low, 1983) . Taken together, the data suggest that centrifugation promotes entry of the majority of GPIC organisms by phagocytosis and that during static inoculation most organisms are internalized by a process which is pinocytic in character (Besterman & Low, 1983; Mellman et al., 1986 ). The precise nature of this mode of endocytosis requires further investigation. Either clathrin-coated pit (Hodinka & Wyrick, 1986 , Hodinka et al., 1988 or uncoated smooth pit mechanisms are possibilities (Pearce, 1988) .
For interpretation of the influence of endocytic mechanisms on subsequent events (see later) we shall assume : (1) that strain GPIC is intrinsically capable of inducing entry by phagocytosis, albeit at low frequency, with the majority of organisms entering by microfilament-independent pinocytosis; (2) that the pattern of dominant pinocytic entry of strain GPIC switching to dominant phagocytic entry during centrifugation applies equally at the higher infection multiplicities used for ultrastructural analysis. Strain 434, which behaved consistently in ultrastructural studies, irrespective of inoculation mode, showed 50% inhibition of entry in HeLa cells in the presence of cytochalasin D (Ward & Murray, 1984) . We make the tentative assumption that, in distinction from strain GPIC, significant entry of strain 434 occurs by both phagocytic and pinocytic mechanisms into McCoy cells, in the absence of centrifugation.
Ultrastructural analysis of entry and association with lysosomes
It appears unlikely that recognition errors could have accounted for the low numbers of strain GPIC found within cells following static incubation at 35 "C of organisms associated with cells by centrifugation at 4 "C (Table 1 ). This contrasted with the strain-434-like behaviour of strain GPIC after centrifugation and the consistent behaviour of strain 434 irrespective of manipulation during inoculation. At the lowest GPIC inoculum used (Table 1 , lo7 particles; estimated 20 associated particles per cell) the observed intracellular numbers were comparable following entry at 35 "C with or without centrifugation ( Table 1 , mean values of 0.7 and 1.5 particles per cell profile). Similar intracellular numbers were found when strain GPIC was inoculated on to monolayers at 35 "C at doses predicted to give comparable levels of association ( Table 2 ; 2 x lo8 and 2 x lo6 particles; estimated 13 and 8 associated organisms per cell, respectively). These results are in agreement with our earlier observations that, at one to three associated GPIC particles per cell, inoculation mode had no influence on entry (Prain & Pearce, 1985) .
Marked differences in intracellular numbers became apparent at GPIC inocula of 3 x lo7 particles ( Table 1 ; estimated 60 associated organisms per cell). Selective detachment of strain GPIC from monolayers during incubation at 35 "C in the absence of centrifugation could have contributed to the reduced intracellular numbers. However, such an effect would have been expected to cause a progressive disparity in intracellular numbers with increasing inoculum rather than the apparent inhibition of further entry for inocula of more than lo7 organisms. It is not possible to conclude with certainty whether inhibition of GPIC entry occurred as a consequence of extracellular attachment alone, as a result of the accumulated effects of entry or from a combination of the two. Given that substantial entry did take place relative to the total associated number (estimated at 20-60 attached organisms per cell), it seems probable that inhibition of further entry arose from previous entry events. The lack of effect of inoculum concentration on entry of strain 434 is in keeping with evidence from studies in HeLa cells that inhibition occurs only at several thousand attached organisms per cell (Ward & Murray, 1984) . Possible mechanisms for these differential effects are considered later.
The data on association with lysosomes (Table 4) , to our knowledge, represent the first fully quantitative assessment for chlamydiae. The most significant feature is that strain GPIC underwent appreciable inoculation-mode-dependent routeing to the lysosomal compartment. In the same host cells, strain 434 showed the low frequency association with lysosomes typical of those chlamydiae previously examined (Friis, 1972 , Lawn et al., 1973 Wyrick & Brownridge, 1978) . Strain GPIC showed apparent insensitivity to heating with respect to entry and presumably attachment (Table 4 ; 0.5-0.8 particles per cell profile, irrespective of heating); insensitivity of attachment at 35 "C to heating has been previously reported for a trachoma strain of C. trachomatis (Lee, 198 1) . Two other points are of interest. First, unheated 434 inocula showed a low 'background' association with lysosomes; this might have been due to the presence of damaged organisms in the inoculum. Second, not all heated 434 or GPIC inocula underwent fusion with lysosomes. Failure of fusion could have arisen from host cell exhaustion of lysosomes following initial fusions. This would seem unlikely since heated 434 inocula showed a comparable percentage association with lysosomes over a sixfold rise in particle number per cell profile (Table 4 ; 62% versus 56%). It is also possible that a profjbrtion of chlamydiae underwent undetectable fusion with primary unlabelled lysosomes. This appears unlikely since an appreciable number of heated chlamydiae in host cells were free of thorotrast label yet almost all were observed to be present in tight vacuole membranes, suggesting absence of fusion with other organelles or vesicles. It is possible that such organisms were resistant to heating; alternatively, a proportion of damaged chlamydiae might have escaped direction to or been delayed in their association with lysosomes.
Modulation of entry and intracellular fate
Insufficient information is available to attempt any detailed speculation on how the unnatural procedure of centrifugation promotes phagocytic over pinocytic entry. It is possible that close! contact between chlamydiae and the host surface is enhanced, so fulfilling conditions for the multiple and sequential ligand-receptor interactions required for induction of phagocytosis (Griffin et al., 1975) . On the other hand, close contact can occur during clathrin-coated pit uptake of large particles (Aggeler & Webb, 1982) ; virus entry can take place in both tight (Patterson et al., 1979) and loose vesicles (Marsh & Helenius, 1980) as viewed by transmission electron microscopy. The evidence that the increased pressure generated during centrifugation contributes to infectivity enhancement (Allan et al., 1977) does, however, indicate that volume reduction is favoured in the interaction between particle and host cell. This would, in turn, be consistent with the formation of tightly enclosing vesicles during chlamydia1 internalization.
How is the variable extent of entry of strain GPIC and its association with lysosomes to be accounted for and how is lysosomal association affected by entry mechanism? It is possible that organism-host surface interaction might induce a reduction in membrane fluidity, leading to entry inhibition. The change in fluidity could arise progressively following membrane component depletion or result from chlamydia-dependent or chlamydia-triggered enzymic modification of host membrane lipid (Ward & Salari, 1982) . Equivalent changes may take place during interferon-mediated reduction in endocytosis (Wang et al., 1984; Niesel et al., 1986; Bukholm et al., 1987) .
An alternative explanation that could be entry-mechanism-dependent is that entry restriction results from receptor loss following successive entry events. If strain GPIC uses receptors that undergo lysosomal degradation and therefore require resynthesis following internalization then the presence of cycloheximide, an inhibitor of host protein synthesis in post-inoculation growth medium would increase deprivation. The finding of unrestricted entry following centrifugation could be explained if phagocytic entry was mediated by a different receptor that was rapidly recycled. Utilization of more than one receptor for entry has been shown for simple ligands such as transferrin (Young et al., 1983) . A simpler explanation would be that strain GPIC uses the same receptor for all internalization events, that the receptor is normally recycled but is carried with chlamydiae destined for lysosomes and that membrane receptor number is down-regulated as a result of degradation. Thus, restricted entry would be linked with routing to lysosomes. This explanation does, however, require the modification that following inoculation with centrifugation, chlamydia particles destined for lysosomes (10-1 2% association with lysosomes; Table 4 ) dissociated from receptors within the endosome so that entry restriction, albeit at higher intracellular values, did not occur.
The mechanisms determining intracellular routeing to lysosomes of either single or complex multi-ligands are not understood . For the mycobacteria avoidance of lysosomes is associated with perturbation of lysosome saltatory movements, possibly by interference with microtubule-dependent translocation (Hart et al., 1987) . The evidence for chlamydiae correlates lysosomal avoidance with selection of a host vesicle structure that is distinct from the vesicle structure selected by heat-killed organisms and suggested to be inimical to fusion with lysosomal membranes (Zeichner, 1983) . Studies on the variable translocation of Fc receptors to lysosomes have led to the proposal that alteration in the composition of the internalizing vesicle membrane may occur in conjunction with modulation of translocation (Ukkonen et al., 1986) . Taken together, these observations suggest that the variable routeing of strain GPIC to lysosomes probably depends on differences in membrane selection during entry, with selection in turn being coupled with differences in entry mechanism.
Implications for productive infection and early events in invasion Our previous observations showed that when strain GPIC was inoculated on to monolayers to give 0.9-2.5 intracellular chlamydiae per cell it produced inclusions in about 1 % of cells when inoculated with static incubation and about 10% after centrifugation. Under parallel conditions, strain 434 gave 10% inclusions in cells, rising to 20% after centrifugation (Prain & Pearce, 1985) . With the ultrastructural data on lysosomal association and the information on endocytic mechanism, an approximate relationship between inoculation mode, entry and intracellular fate can now be constructed (Table 7) . For both strains GPIC and 434 appreciable numbers of intracellular chlamydiae must be presumed to be present in the hypothetical unproductive state, where multiplication does not take place. A proportion of these organisms may be non-infective. However, whilst the increased infectivity shown by strain GPIC after centrifugation could be accounted for by diversion from lysosomes, in the case of strain 434 the increase must depend upon diversion of viable organisms from the unproductive state.
The findings may be interpreted in the following way. We propose that (1) chlamydia internalization into host cells occurs as a series of parasite-host interactions with varied involvement of microfilaments, as suggested by the latex bead model of small particle entry into macrophages (Aggeler & Werb, 1982) , and (2) the interactions involve a series of vesicle * It is assumed that the different multiplicities used to obtain data on the entry mechanism and association with t Calculation : 100% minus the sum of the percentages of cells having organisms associated with lysosomes and $ Modified from published values (Prain & Pearce, 1985) to allow for small differences in inoculum size and lysosomes do not influence the results.
of cells expressing productive infection.
intracellular number between treatments.
selection/modification events during entry which are coupled with differing intracellular fates. For strain GPIC, it must be assumed that surface properties dictate entry by a dominantly pinocytic mechanism with distribution of intracellular organisms between the lysosomal compartment and the unproductive state, and only infrequent expression of productive infection. When strain GPIC induces entry by a phagocytic mechanism (and it remains to be established whether this occurs in the absence of centrifugation), organisms previously routed to lysosomes are induced into the unproductive state. In addition, an increased fraction of organisms previously destined for unproductive infection are now induced into the productive state. Thus, direction of organisms to any intracellular compartment or state is not an invariant consequence of parasite surface properties but a modulated event dependent upon as yet undefined parasite and host surface properties and the molecular events at internalization. In this analysis, the essential distinction between strains GPIC and 434 appears to be that strain GPIC shows significant association with lysosomes following pinocytic entry and infrequent entry by phagocytosis -with concomitant implications for productive infection. Until further analysis is complete it remains unclear whether strain 434 resembles GPIC in inducing a similar low frequency of productive infection following pinocytic entry.
Two other aspects of the results deserve comment. First, it is evident that not all viable internalized organisms go on to productive infection. The most likely source of this variation would seem to lie at the level of the vesicle or vacuole membrane enclosing the endocytosed chlamydia, whose properties must be critical for nutrient transmission from the host cytoplasm. Whether such organisms could contribute to persistent infection would depend upon their capacity for subsequent activation and the lifetime of the infected cell. A significant component of the variability of chlamydial species and serovar infectivity may be contributed through variation in vacuole membrane composition. Secondly, the coupling of pinocytic entry with lysosomal association raises the possibility that routeing to lysosomes occurs only via pinocytosis. Since heated organisms of both strains show marked association with lysosomes, it is likely that the surface components involved are heat-stable and that, correspondingly, phagocytic entry is dependent on heat-labile components. It may thus be the case that the two endocytic mechanisms we propose are used by chlamydiae depend upon functionally distinct heat-labile and heat-stable moieties of the chlamydial surface.
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